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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Council-approved fiscal year 2009/10 Audit Plan included this audit of the Street
Overlay and Maintenance program. The audit evaluated the program’s management of
contracted services, identified improvement opportunities in contract administration, and
reviewed compliance with related state and City regulations.
The Street Overlay and Maintenance program, which is within the Public Works & Water
Resources Division, provides preventative maintenance services designed to improve or
extend the functional life of the City’s streets, curbs, and sidewalks. As of July 2009, the
City has approximately 20 million square yards of pavement in its inventory. Last year the
program spent $8.7 million, with approximately $7.9 million (or 90%) spent for contracted
services.
The Street Overlay and Maintenance program generally had effective controls, particularly in
ensuring the accuracy of the Pavement Management System and monitoring oil market
fluctuations and the related asphalt prices. This practice is expected to result in savings of
more than $190,000 this fiscal year.
The audit identified a few areas that can be improved. First, there are opportunities for
streamlining the several field inspection reports into 1 form. While doing this, management
should ensure that the form requ-ires key elements to be documented to allow verification
of billing accuracy. Our testing found that inspection reports were not always available or
sufficient to match material quantities delivered to worksites to the invoiced amounts. In
those instances, we compared invoiced quantities to amounts estimated by the Pavement
Management System.
Program management has not yet documented the evaluation factors used in developing its
5-year and annual street treatment plans. The Pavement Management System generates a
listing of street segments to be treated based on their Pavement Condition Index and other
information. Based on visual inspection of these segments along with other considerations,
program management then adjusts the system-generated priorities. A written policy would
formalize the methodology being used.
In addition, certain administrative processes, such as timely review and approval of invoices
and relevance of the program’s performance measures, can be improved.
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BACKGROUND
The City’s Street Overlay and Maintenance program is part of Street Operations within the
Public Works & Water Resources Division. The program consists of 9 to 10 staff members:
4 staff responsible for responding to pavement repairs (pavement patch crew), 3 staff
responsible for concrete repairs (concrete patch crew), and 2 to 3 field inspectors. Staff is
generally required to respond to all repairs within 2 working days. Currently, a Field Services
Manager and a Maintenance Coordinator, who report to the Director of Street and Traffic
Operations, oversee program staff. The program staff provided inspection and coordination
of more than 133 overlay and maintenance programs during fiscal year 2008/09. For those
projects the program spent $8.7 million with approximately 90% of that, or $7.9 million,
spent for contracted services as reflected in the table below.
Table 1. Street Operations Department Actual and Budgeted Expenditures
Actual

Actual

Actual

Adopted

FY 06/07

FY 07/08

FY 08/09

FY 09/10

Personal Services

$567,093

$608,395

$721,018

$531,553

Contractual Services

5,875,241

9,695,120

7,947,818

8,017,168

51,057

56,403

61,252

63,050

5,289

14,837

-

2,500

$6,498,680

$10,374,755

$8,730,088

$8,614,271

Commodities
Capital Outlays
Total Program

SOURCE: City of Scottsdale Budget Books, Street Overlays and Maintenance, fiscal years 2006/07 through 2009/10

The Street Overlay and Maintenance program has typically been funded through
transportation funds, which consist of the following revenue sources: Highway User Revenue
Tax, Transportation Sales Tax, Local Transportation Assistance Fund, Proposition 400
Regional Sales Tax, and Cash Transfers In from the General, Capital, and Solid Waste Funds.
However, in fiscal year 2009/10, the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA)
funds are providing approximately $4.6 million, or 53% of the budget. These funds are
specifically designated for rubberized overlay treatment.
The Street Overlay and Maintenance program is considered to be preventative maintenance
designed to improve or extend the functional life of the City’s streets, curbs, and sidewalks.
As of July 2009, the City has approximately 20,639,000 square yards of pavement with an
average Pavement Condition Index (PCI) rating of 851. This rating, which is consistent with
the City’s goal, is at or near the threshold of needing treatment, whereas a rating of 60 or
lower would indicate poor pavement. Individually, the City's streets range from a PCI of 25
to 95, with less than 8% of the inventory having a PCI of 60 or below.
PCI is a nationally recognized numerical index between 0 (lowest score) and 100 (highest score) assigned to
a selected road segment.
1
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To address common types of pavement distress, such as cracking, roughness, weathering,
potholes, and raveling2, the program uses a variety of treatments. Generally, treatment is
selected based on pavement condition, location, traffic volumes, previously applied
treatment, and planned capital projects. The following table lists the treatment types along
with their estimated useful life and annual costs for fiscal years 2006/07 through 2008/09
and estimated amounts for fiscal year 2009/10.
Table 2. Street Repair and Maintenance Costs
Repair/ Maintenance

Estimated

Actual

Actual

Actual

Estimate

Treatment

Useful Life

FY 06/07

FY 07/08

FY 08/09

FY 09/10

Rubberized Overlay

15 yrs

$2,411,753

$4,344,351

$3,632,726

*$5,492,955

Preservative Seal

5 yrs

366,308

1,140,163

1,335,675

184,647

Crack Seal

various

682,141

550,979

454,766

123,046

Repair

various

78,644

1,076,874

352,393

684,084

Micro Seal

10 yrs

208,735

468,524

1,269,787

50,596

Slurry Seal

7 yrs

1,599,468

1,433,446

149,483

45,325

228,898

-

27,855

63,645

-

-

-

**1,400,000

$5,575,947

$9,014,337

$7,222,685

$8,044,298

17%

62%

-20%

11%

Support
Unidentified

various
Total
% Change from Prior FY

* Includes $4.6 million ARRA funds.
** Management has not yet earmarked these funds for a particular treatment type.
SOURCE: Auditor analysis of Please database reports provided by the Contract Coordinator

As shown in Table 2, costs peaked at $9.0 million in fiscal year 2007/08, largely due to
addressing prior year deferred projects and increased asphalt-related costs. In fiscal year
2008/09, expenditures decreased 20% due to negative economic conditions and budget
reductions. ARRA funds provided the 11% increase in fiscal year 2009/10.
In addition to pavement maintenance, the program also maintains the City’s concrete curbs
and sidewalks and ensures their compliance with applicable ADA requirements. A
significant portion of the program’s work results from Water Resources activities that affect
pavement and concrete conditions.
Pavement Management System
To effectively manage the City’s pavement inventory, the program relies heavily on a
Pavement Management System (PMS). This system is data intensive, interfacing with
numerous databases and systems used by Street Operations staff. The databases contain

2

Raveling is the separation of aggregate (stone) from the pavement surface.
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historical information extending back greater than 20 years. This historical data, in
conjunction with current data, assists management in monitoring pavement history,
identifying maintenance needs, and determining the most cost-effective treatment. The
PMS and its related interfaces are depicted in the following diagram.
DIAGRAM 1: Key Elements of the Pavement Management System

SOURCE: Auditor analysis of Street Maintenance System Map

Central to the system is the Pavement Management GeoDatabase, which creates a graphic
representation of the City’s street inventory. Among other capabilities, it allows a user to
precisely locate a specified pavement area and calculate its square yardage. The Patch
Database is a work-order system that tracks in-house repairs to streets and sidewalks. This
database interfaces with the City’s Virtual Call Center (VCC), which records street repair and
maintenance requests received from the public. The Patch Database and the VCC link to
the Pavement Management GeoDatabase to provide the location of repairs and detailed
maintenance information on the street inventory map.
Based on existing PCI data and maintenance updates, the GBA Modeling Database updates
PCI ratings. The GBA Database interfaces with the Pavement Management GeoDatabase to
graphically show the PCI of each pavement segment. Using this data coupled with staffentered parameters such as available funds and preferred treatment options, the software
identifies and prioritizes the streets to be treated and the material to be used. All financial
information is housed within the Please Database which is reconciled to the City’s
SmartStream financial system to ensure accuracy of information. Management uses this
financial information to assist with project cost estimates used to develop the program’s 5year treatment plan and the associated annual treatment plan.
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OBJECTIVES, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY
The objectives of this audit were to:
1. Evaluate the Street Overlay and Maintenance program’s contractual services to
confirm the City is receiving the services or products for which it is paying.
2. Identify improvement opportunities in contract administration.
3. Review compliance with related state and City regulations.
The scope of audit work included reviewing activities that support the asphalt portion of the
Street Overlay and Maintenance program during fiscal years 2007/08 and 2008/09. We
did not conduct audit testing of the concrete portion of the program because its cost relative
to the entire program is minimal.
To gain an understanding of the program being audited, we reviewed:


Arizona Revised Statutes, Title 9 Cities and Towns, and Title 28 Transportation.



Scottsdale City Code, Chapter 47, Streets, Sidewalks, and Public Works
Generally.



City-adopted Maricopa Association of Governments Uniform Standard
Specifications for Public Works.



City of Scottsdale Procurement Code relating to invitations to bid and
administratively awarded contracts.



City Administrative Regulations (AR): 215 Contract Administration, 216 Contract
Change Orders and Contract Modifications, 285 Signature Authority, and 320
Ethical Standards.



City Budget Books from fiscal years 2007/08 through 2009/10.



SmartStream Financial System data for the Asphalt & Maintenance cost center
for fiscal years 2007/08 through 2009/10.



A study issued by the Foundation for Pavement Preservation.



Relevant industry information produced by the Federal Highway Administration,
Foundation for Pavement Preservation, and International Slurry Seal
Association, as suggested by program staff.

We also interviewed:


A Civil Engineering professor at Arizona State University who conducts research
related to pavement in hot-weather climates.



The Executive Director of the Public Works & Water Resources Division, as well
as department and program staff.

To meet the audit objectives, our methodology included reviewing:
1. A sample of invoices to evaluate compliance with contract terms and timeliness of
payment.
Street Overlay and Maintenance Program
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2. A sample of street repair and maintenance projects to evaluate compliance with
contract terms, appropriateness of treatments based on reported PCI rating, and
attainment of performance measures.
3. The 3 highest dollar value contracts for street repairs and maintenance to evaluate
compliance with City Procurement Code and whether terms appeared detrimental to
the City, such as open-ended terms or unusual restrictions placed on the City.
4. Selected overlay projects to evaluate whether the street segments should have been
treated, based on PMS data compared to industry standards for estimated useful
lives of existing pavement treatments.
5. Selected untreated road segments to evaluate whether they should have been
treated based on the PMS treatment history and planned future treatments.
6. A statistically valid sample of pothole repair requests to determine whether 95% are
responded to within 2 working days (the program’s performance measure) and
whether repair information is correctly entered into PMS.
7. A selection of data exception reports from PMS to evaluate whether they are
reviewed and acted upon appropriately.
8. A sample of Scottsdale Traffic Restriction notification e-mails to evaluate whether
street closures related to this program’s street repairs and maintenance were
completed in the timeframe stated to the public.
9. A sample of street overlay projects to evaluate whether independent testing results
show the asphalt used was in compliance with contract requirements.
10. Selected contract administrator files to ensure compliance with AR 215.
In general, we found effective internal controls surrounding the Street Overlay and
Maintenance program. Notable controls include the following:
Management has developed 31 data exception reports to ensure data reliability in
the PMS. These reports are run monthly, and the data is reviewed for potential
errors.
The Contract Administrator has continually monitored oil market conditions relating
to its effect on asphalt prices. This practice is expected to result in savings of more
than $190,000 this fiscal year.3
Management and staff within the Street Overlay and Maintenance program are highly
experienced and well-trained. The former Contract Administrator who recently retired
had more than 20 years experience with the program. In preparing for this
retirement, his replacement spent 5 months working closely with him to learn the job
responsibilities and gain some of the historical knowledge.

Most street overlays in fiscal year 2009/10 will be completed through a separate contract funded by
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) monies. Otherwise this program’s savings might have been
higher given a normal level of overlay activity.
3
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The director of the Street Overlay and Maintenance program continually monitors
pavement conditions by reviewing monthly PMS reports and actively participates in
the creation of the annual treatment plan.
We conducted this audit in accordance with generally accepted government auditing
standards as required by Article III, Scottsdale Revised Code, §2-117, et seq. Generally
accepted government auditing standards require that we plan and perform the audit to
obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and
conclusions based on our audit objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained provides
a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objective. Lisa
Gurtler and Kyla Anderson conducted the audit work during the period of August through
October 2009.
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FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS
1. Streamlining and ensuring completion of inspection reports can improve contract and
program administration.
Field inspectors currently use several different inspection reports (named Daily Reports),
and Quantity Sheets to relay such information as treatment applied, location, traffic control,
weather conditions, materials used, and other comments. To the extent possible,
management uses this information to approve invoices for payment, monitor contract
compliance, and manage inspection employees. However, these reports were not
consistently completed or retained.
Of 30 completed projects we tested, program staff was only able to find Daily Reports for 8
projects. Additionally, pertinent information, such as the project number, project start and
completion dates, and material quantities, are not always entered on the reports. The 4
Daily Report forms, which are generally identical but are separately labeled for each
treatment type, provide space for written comments, but do not list the types of information
that need to be collected. Further, there was no indication of management review on the
reports.
Similarly, of 40 invoices tested, only 9 were supported by inspectors’ Quantity Sheets, which
are used to document the quantity of materials received. To evaluate the reasonableness of
quantities invoiced to and paid for by the City, we compared these amounts to square
yardage estimates in the Pavement Management System (PMS). However, this alone does
not provide sufficient assurance that the materials were actually received. The Contract
Administrator stated that all invoices were verified against field inspector quantity reports;
however, those records were not retained.
The number of inspection report forms, use of fill-in comment areas, and lack of
management monitoring of the forms may have contributed to their inconsistent use. The
several report forms could be streamlined into 1 inspection form to capture all relevant
information. At a minimum, the single form should include: project number; project start
and completion dates; contractor name; quantity of materials used, by type; and supervisor
signature and date. This information will provide documentation needed for reviewing
contractor invoices, rotating inspector assignments, and monitoring compliance with
contract terms such as timeliness.
Recommendation: Management should simplify the inspection reports into a single form to
capture key data, require timely supervisory review of completeness, and establish and
monitor a retention policy for these reports.
2. The evaluation factors used for developing the 5-year treatment plan is not sufficiently
documented.
The Street Overlay and Maintenance Program uses the PMS to generate a 5-year treatment
plan, based on street condition and available funding. From this plan, program
management identifies the projects to be performed in each fiscal year (annual treatment
plan.) Because many variables can play into the longevity of pavement, such as traffic and
Street Overlay and Maintenance Program
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weather conditions, the road segments listed in the 5-year plan are physically inspected
before being included on the annual treatment plan. Additionally, program management
considers other projects planned by the City (such as Capital Improvement or Water
Resources projects) as well as utility companies’ known projects in these street areas. For
example, if a street will be affected by an upcoming water line replacement, it will not be
scheduled for maintenance until after that project is completed.
Although a good process is being used, management does not have a written policy on the
factors used to add or remove projects from the system-generated 5-year plan. Further, a
marked-up copy of the original 5-year plan with notations of the rationale for the projects
added or removed is not currently kept. Having a formal policy and written documentation
of decisions can assist with transitioning historical knowledge to new staff, ensuring
consistency of program processes, and responding sufficiently to questions about program
operations.
Recommendation: Enhance existing policies and procedures by incorporating a policy on
development of the 5-year and annual treatment plans.
3. Certain program administrative processes and measures can be improved.
While the program has several good controls in place, the following processes can be
enhanced.
According to the approved contracts, the City is to make payments within 30 days of
being billed. Of 110 invoices reviewed, 12 invoices (or 11%) were not paid within 30
days. The documentation is not clear on whether this is caused by delayed receipt of
invoices or delays in the program’s review and approval process. However, the result
is that the City is not in compliance with agreed-to payment terms.
One of the program’s performance measures included in the annual budget book is
that 50% of the treatment budget will be spent on rubberized asphalt overlay. Actual
expenditures were 44% in fiscal year 2007/08 and 46% in fiscal year 2008/09.
Program staff indicated that this performance metric was developed when a program
goal was to convert City streets to rubberized asphalt because of its benefits over
traditional pavement, including increased longevity. However, due to the fluctuating
oil market, which affected asphalt prices, and the economic downturn, which
resulted in decreased available budget, the focus has shifted from rubberized
asphalt overlay treatments to other less costly treatments. Therefore, this
performance measure is no longer meaningful.
Asphalt patch treatments for potholes and other road defects are indicated in the
PMS by a red star on the street area where the patch occurred. These red stars are a
visual signal of problem areas that have been occurring within each road segment.
Subsequently, when an overlay or slurry seal is applied to a road segment, the red
stars are archived signaling that the road segment has been returned to a like-new
state. Of 30 road segments tested in PMS, we found that 3 segments (or 10%) still
indicated asphalt patches that should have been archived. These red stars are not
linked to the GBA modeling software and do not affect the PCI rating. However, they
Page 10
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are visual signals that are used in decision making, and such errors reduce accuracy
of the PMS.
Recommendation: Management should:
Require invoices to be date stamped when received from the vendor to establish an
effective timeline for ensuring timely review and processing of invoices for payment.
Consider replacing the rubberized asphalt performance measure with one that more
accurately evaluates expected program performance.
Ensure that asphalt patch stars are properly archived when the PMS is updated with
treatment information.
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MANAGEMENT RESPONSE
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ACTION PLAN
1. Streamlining and ensuring completion of inspection reports can improve contract and
program administration.
MANAGEMENT RESPONSE: Agree
PROPOSED RESOLUTION: Four Daily Reports under the categories of Crack Seal,
Preservative Seal, Slurry Seal, and Overlay can easily be combined into a single form with
checkboxes for each of the four categories of work. However, four additional forms under
each category of work also currently exist which are used by inspectors to record project
quantities. These four forms represent the final quantities for the project as opposed to the
daily reports used to report activities. Four additional Punch List forms exist to enumerate
deficiencies in work for corrective repairs.
Conceptually as suggested, we may simplify to a single form, each with checkboxes to
identify one of the four categories of work. The form shall be used as a daily report form
which captures activities, related quantities and indicated corrective measures.
Implementation of a single form will decentralize project quantity information previously on a
single form. Project quantities must be transferred from daily reports to a project quantity
worksheet by the contract administrator when approving invoices. Secondly, project
deficiencies would be transferred from the inspector's daily reports to create a single list of
corrective measures for the contractor. These administrative needs and communication
needs may indicate how the numerous forms evolved.
In conclusion, we are combining the multiple forms into a single form. Procedurally, the
contract administrator shall use a worksheet if needed on more complex projects to tally
quantities for invoice payments. Also procedurally, the inspector shall combine corrective
measures onto a memorandum to the contractors as needed to ensure quality
communication. The supervisor shall be responsible to review and initial the reports on a
weekly basis. The reports shall be retained at a minimum for the same period of time
required for backup documentation on contract invoices, and a minimum of 1 year after the
end of the contract.
RESPONSIBLE PARTY: R. Ramos
COMPLETED BY: January 2010
2. The evaluation factors used for developing the 5-year treatment plan is not sufficiently
documented.
MANAGEMENT RESPONSE: Agree
PROPOSED RESOLUTION: A written policy on the factors used to add or remove projects from
the system-generated 5-year plan is in development. The policy shall require record keeping
of a marked-up copy of the original 5-year plan with notations of the rationale for the
projects added or removed. The policy shall include guidelines on development of the 5year and annual treatment plans.
Street Overlay and Maintenance Program
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RESPONSIBLE PARTY: R. Ramos
COMPLETED BY: February 2010
3. Certain program administrative processes and measures can be improved.
MANAGEMENT RESPONSE: Agree
PROPOSED RESOLUTION: Three administrative processes are addressed: timely payment of
invoices, pavement management performance measures and geo-coding asphalt repairs in
the pavement management system.
The contract administrator now date stamps the invoice when received from the vendor to
establish an effective timeline for ensuring timely review and processing of invoices for
payment.
Scottsdale’s standard of utilizing 50% of the treatment budget for rubberized overlays met
the objective of providing a sustainable infrastructure with proven endurance longevity while
providing a quieter riding surface by 3-5 dB. The human ear is able to detect a noise level
change of 5 dB. Rubberized asphalt also reduces the local heat island affect by reducing
pavement surface temperatures by 10-30 degrees. Additional research indicates a City’s
peak utility load may increase by 7.5 to 10% as a result of a 5 degree urban heat island
effect. Pavement temperature is a key contributor to the heat island effect. Rubberized
pavement is also more permeable than conventional pavements thus contributing to less
water on the roadway surface during storm events. Studies have demonstrated a 50%
reduction in automotive accidents due to wet surfaces on roadways after conversion to
rubberized asphalt.
Performance standards vary throughout the pavement management industry. Agencies that
recognize the value of rubberized asphalt in their community set a goal of rubberized
pavement installation between 30% and 50% of their total. Historically, agencies using an
automated pavement management system seek to achieve a system level pavement
condition index (PCI) of 80. Scottsdale currently maintains an average PCI between 83 and
85. Volatile pavement prices of the recent past forced us to focus on treatments to
maintain our PCI average and abandoned the 50% target approach. A new performance
standard that recognizes rubberized asphalt's numerous advantages and still maintains a
minimum PCI approach is appropriate but complex since we must also evaluate our
pavement system's treatment needs based on age as well. The three determining factors in
establishing a new performance standard are: maintain a minimum system PCI, continue to
promote use of rubberized asphalt, treat pavements before they deteriorate to a more
expensive level of treatment.
Continued staff training and supervisor review of daily work shall ensure that asphalt patch
stars are properly archived when the PMS is updated with treatment information.
RESPONSIBLE PARTY: R. Ramos
COMPLETED BY: February 2010
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